**Grytviken, South Georgia**
Historic whaling station, excellent museum

**Deception Island**
Sail inside a restless volcano

**Charlotte Bay & Cuverville Island**
Cruise by icebergs and a gentoo rookery

**Paradise Harbor**
Zodiac cruises around magical icebergs

**Port Lockroy**
Popular station-turned-museum

**Lemaire Channel**
Cruise between towering cliffs and looming icebergs

**Ross Ice Shelf**
Epic barrier between sea and land

**McMurdo Station**
Visit Antarctica’s bustling, biggest base

**Cape Evans**
Study Scott’s eerily preserved hut

**Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station**
90° South: the Earth’s extreme

**Cape Denison**
Mawson's dramatic windblown huts

**Cape Royds**
Shackleton’s hut and an adélie rookery

**North Coast, South Georgia**
Meet macaroni, gentoo and king penguins

**Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station**
90° South: the Earth’s extreme

**Paradise Harbor**
Zodiac cruises around magical icebergs

**Port Lockroy**
Popular station-turned-museum

**Lemaire Channel**
Cruise between towering cliffs and looming icebergs

**Ross Ice Shelf**
Epic barrier between sea and land

**McMurdo Station**
Visit Antarctica’s bustling, biggest base

**Cape Evans**
Study Scott’s eerily preserved hut

**Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station**
90° South: the Earth’s extreme

**Cape Denison**
Mawson's dramatic windblown huts

**Cape Royds**
Shackleton’s hut and an adélie rookery